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	TITLE: Citrus Core Transformation Facility as a platform for testing of different genes and/or sequences that have potential to render Citrus plants tolerant or resistant to diseases
	DATE: 7/7/2015
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Transgenic/Metagenomic Mediation of Resistance]
	ABSTRACT: Core Citrus Transformation Facility (CCTF) continued to operate at the high level it did in the previous period and produced transgenic material in a timely and dependable manner. CCTF maintained its standing as reputable partner that delivers transgenic material in reasonable amount of time and continued to be sought for services. This quarter marks the end of three year period that saw significant but expected increase in number of orders. With six new orders received most recently, CCTF has just surpassed its 200th order and 96 of those were placed within the last three years. Clients requested transgenic Duncan grapefruit and Valencia orange in the newest orders. The number of plants produced in this quarter is 85 bringing a total to 730 plants for the duration of the funding period. Most of the produced plants were of Duncan grapefruit cultivar, followed by Carrizo rootstock, Valencia orange, some Citrus macrophylla, Swingle citrumelo, and Mexican lime. This strong bias towards Duncan grapefruit points towards need of researchers to get fast answers regarding candidate gene that could potentially render Citrus plants tolerant/resistant to diseases. Since Duncan grapefruit is highly susceptible to both Huanglongbing (HLB) and citrus canker, challenging transgenic plants expressing gene of interest with bacteria causing these two diseases will quickly reveal if that gene holds any promise or not. Throughout the duration of this project, CCTF processed about 400000 explants. Approximately 5% of explants were lost to contamination which brings the total number of explants producing data to 380000. Overall transformation efficiency expressed as the percentage of positive shoots out of all of those tested was  about 3% which is low. One of the reasons for this is the nature of orders received. Amongst 96 received orders, there were 34 for which total of just a few transgenic plants were produced. This was a result of withdrawal of 10 orders, presence of sequence detrimental for shoot development in binary vector used for transformation in six orders, and for 18 orders transformation was either not possible or achieved at the very low rate. The second reason for low transformation rate is the quality of seeds/seedlings resulting from the effect HLB infection has on fruit growing on trees. In the immediate future, CCTF will dedicate increasing efforts to acquire fruit/seeds of higher quality than what it was used recently. The labor force and the income of CCTF remained relatively stable during the last three years and changes in facility’s staff never compromised the level of operation. Number of orders presently serviced by the CCTF and those that were either announced or anticipated in the near future is clear indication of sustaining interest of researchers in transgenic citrus plants. They also assure CCTF will stay busy for the years to come. 
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